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President’s Message
Masayuki Tsubaki

On 19th March we had our 3rd Theme Night at KCC which was 
organized by Team 3. The theme is “Super Deluxe Wine Tasting 
Night with Food Matching”. At the same time, Mr. William 
Yim’s Induction Ceremony was held. More members and 
guests attended on this day than usual. For instance, AG 
Fredrick Ng, President Eric Chin from RC-Island East, President 
HW Fung from RC-Metropolitan, President Ka Hing Lee from 
RC-Hong Kong Harbour, President Vincent Yip from HK Sunrise, 
PE Olive Chan and PP Patrick Mak from RC-Lan Kwai Fong and 
President Thomas Mo from RC-Kowloon Golden Mile. Also, we 
have Chris (Mandarin) from RC-Taipei. I’d like to thank the 
participation from all the guests’ spouses.

Administration Chair Natalie selected good wines 
and special meals for us, I think all of our members 
have enjoyed the time. From the Theme Night,
I discovered something interesting to share 
with you. Our member Roger and his wife are studying and 
going to attend an exam for a license to qualify as bar tender. I 
am really interested in what he is doing and I think he will pass! 
During the Theme Night, he led us through a Wine Quiz 
Competition and we all have increased the knowledge in Wine. 
Meanwhile, we also discovered many of us have the talent in 
making cocktail. In the cocktail competition, IPP Frankie’s wife, 
Creamy, made the best cocktail that day! 

We then have our new member William Yim’s Installation. He was 
proposed by PP Wilson. Actually he had been our speaker twice 
before and also he attended our regular meetings several times. 
He was busy but finally he joins our big family.  We are glad and 
welcome him with                    open arms. I think he will be a good 
and active member                in our Club. We welcome and thank 
his wife, Bebe,                  for joining our Club event and his 
donation to our Red         Box, which is his first task.  In the 
meantime, thanks PP Jacky for being the ceremony chair and the 
arrangements for the Installation.

For the regular meeting that followed, Rtn Vikki Tam was our 
speaker and gave an introduction about herself, with 

topic “Iron Lady”.  I am sure we were all 
attracted by the story about her and her 
business. It is a good chance to let us know 
more about her. She always gives support to our 

services projects and she will be our Board Member for the 
coming Rotary year. 

AG Fredrick Ng visited us at our regular meeting on 16 April. He
has attended our events several times already. Although he is our 
Area 6 assistant governor, we have already established fellowship 
and our relationship is more like friends.

For this regular meeting, we moved back to our home place in 
Royal Plaza Hotel.  By reason of the Hotel’s renovation, we shall 
leave this meeting place for a few months. I think many of us are 
missing this place which gives us a sense of comfort and is more
relaxing.  We will be back to our home ground in September. 

In March and April, I think many of us are busy and could not join 
regular meetings. I hope in the coming two and a half months of 
the Rotary year, all of us could try our best to complete our goals 
in the District Events e.g. attending Assembly and Conference, RI 
Conference and Club Events. 

One of our service project “潮看 TEEN 空 Internship Program for 
Students of 大埔鄉議局中學” will be held on 26 April. Thanks to 
our Service Committee, especially our Program Chair Samantha 
for the planning and arrangements.  In May, there will be the 
opening ceremony for the band room, our signature project.  I am
really excited and can’t wait!  Please take the opportunity to show 
your support by your participation!!
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Claire Mak
Editor Says … …

Technology changes the relationship between people.  It 
brings about speed.  It brings about volume.  But has it 
really brought people closer together? Or, instead of 
bridging the gap, has it actually widened the distance? 

These days, it is not surprising that two persons, even 
through sitting together or even sleeping together don’t 

actually talk; but text each other by 
sms or Whatsapp!  That is to say, the 
message from one will virtually pass 
round the world once before reaching 
the other who is just next to him/her.

This is the manner of communication of the new 
generation.

Technology also accentuates individualism.  With your 
smart phone and headphones in place, you are easily 
immersed in your own music/video world; thus cutting out 
the whole practical world around you. 

Take a look around the MTR and check out 
how many commuters are 
listening to or playing with his/her 
smart phone, comfortably oblivious 
of everyone and everything around 
them.  

Hi Fi set has fallen out of favour as the 
modern family staple.  So has the TV set 
in the middle of your parlour which no
longer ties the family together.

Even when a kid sits in front of the TV set which is switched 
on, very often his eyeballs are glued to the small screen of 
the smart phone in his hands as he watches the clips 
transmitted via the internet from another side of the world.

With just a click of the mouse, or a touch 
and flick on your smart phone, instant 
information rushes in.  Research data comes 
a lot quicker.  It gives a great deal more in 

short span of time. But people seem to talk less 
and they seem                          to think less.  They get 
together less.                                Why need to meet when 
one can update                            each other by changing
status on Facebook?  Or can easily chat through Whatsapp?  
In the virtual world, one can achieve anything, no?

Nowadays, the distance between people is not the physical 
distance.  People are torn farther apart by technology.  They 
can be so near … … and yet so far.

Name:   Yim Wai Lam, William  嚴惠霖
Date of Birth:  26 Feb
Wife: Bebe Chu
Children: Alaric, Alvis and Bernice
Vocation:
2008~present President and Chief Designer, Zear Corporation Ltd.
1991~present President, Sanwa Technologies Ltd.
1984~1991 Director, American Tec Company Ltd.

Director, D & S Telecommunication Ltd.
Director, Solitaire Telecommunication Ltd.

1983~1986 General Manager, D & S Industries
Personal Achievement / Awards:
2010 Hong Kong Emerging Brand Award
1991 Governor’s Award for Machinery and Equipment Design, 

Certificate of Merit
1990 Governor’s Award for Machinery and Equipment Design, CMA 
1990 Business Solution Award, Pacific Bell
Induction Date: 19 March 2012
Classification: Manufacturing Technology
Membership Group: Team 1

New Member

William Yim
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Rotary Information  
Peter Lam

Have you been receiving and reading Rotary’s magazine regularly?  
April is Magazine Month, a time to celebrate the global network of Rotary’s official magazines, which provide valuable 
information to 1.2 million Rotarians.

The Rotary World Magazine Press consists of 32 magazines from Africa, the Americas, Asia, Australia, 
and Europe that inform, inspire, and entertain in 23 languages. In addition to The Rotarian, Rotary’s 
English-language flagship publication, it offers magazines such as Vida Rotaria (Argentina), Rotary in 
Bulgaria, and The Rotary-no-Tomo (Japan).  These publications are produced independently by Rotarians, 
distributed in more than 130 countries, and published in 24 languages. They have a combined 
circulation of 780,000. Each magazine has a local editorial slant but includes required articles and 
photographs of international Rotary interest from The Rotarian.

In addition, Rotary International publishes Rotary Canada , a quarterly supplement to The Rotarian with a circulation of 
28,000.

The RI Bylaws require all club members to subscribe to The Rotarian or a Rotary regional magazine. Rotary leaders, 
district governors, and club presidents are encouraged to support magazine editors in their country or region by 
submitting story ideas, promoting readership, encouraging timely subscription payments, and assisting with other 
communication efforts.

Some Rotary Regional Magazines in Asia

The Rotarian Monthly
Circulation - 11,800 
First published in 1960 
Language: Chinese
Areas served: Taiwan, 
Hong Kong, Macao

The Rotary-No-Tomo
(Japan)/(English ed.)
Circulation - 108,000/3,500 
First published in 1953
Languages: Japanese, 
English 
Area served: Japan

The Rotary Korea 
(Korean)/(English ed.)
Circulation - 60,000/5,000 
First published in 1963 
Languages: English, Korean 
Area served: Korea 

Rotary Thailand 
Circulation - 8,000 
First published in 1983 
Language: Thai 
Area served: Thailand 
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another path to walk through.  But they gestured for us to 
climb over the fence - so we did. The coal mine workers 
looked at us like we were aliens.  
I smiled back, hoping that we
weren’t too much of a disturbance. 
After hiking through mountains
of coal, there it was- almost like 
a scene from a disaster film.  As 
far as my eyes could see, it was 
a massive, real life slum.  It was
so overwhelming and heart 
wrenching, a tear dropped from 
my eye.

As we approached the 
village, young children ran 
up to greet us. Their smiles 
were warm underneath 
their dried, cracked skin 
covered in coal suits.  We 
carried on with business.  
We literally went door to 

door to inspect the number of children and gave 
vaccinations when appropriate.
As I roamed from village to village,
trying to understand the living
condition there, I thought to myself
that ‘this is not ok.’ Children should
be loved, cared and provided for; they
shouldn’t have to beg. 
When I was examining a young boy, 
trying to figure out his age, he was 
chewing on a white material. I was 
wondering if the boy was old enough to chew gum.  Couple 
of moments later, another young boy ran along with a small 
chunk of Styrofoam.  Then I realized that that’s what they 
were chewing on.  My heart felt a strong squeeze.

I felt so limited and 
desperate.  If there’s 
something I can do to help 
these children, I’d do it.  But 
all I could protect them 
from was polio. That’s all.

*****
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My first NID experience (Part II)
Amy Wong

“To the world you may be one person, but to one person you 
may be the world."
-Bill Wilson

Upon my return from NID, I have spoken to many 
Rotarians about my experience at New Delhi. I was 
greeted with praises and admiration.  However, this 
often inflicts shame and humility inside me. What have 
I done that is so great? In the grand scheme of Polio 
Eradication in India, my effort was less than 
microscopic.  So why was it so important for me to go? 

*****
PDG Ada and I were 
partners for the 
house to house 
vaccination 
assignment. Both of 
us smiled to give 
each other 
assurance and 
encouragement to 

go on; even though deep inside, we felt like this was 
the hardest thing we’ve ever done.  Not that we feared 
the walking, the heat or the toxic waste around us; it’s 
just so heart wrenching to see these children- lovely, 
adorable, innocent children- living in such poor 
conditions.
I remember walking on a dry, 
dusty open field. I felt hot and 
thirsty.  My black boots turned 
grey from the mud and 
dust.  The young student 
volunteers have previously 
warned us that this would 
be a very tough journey.  
“What do I care?” I thought, 
‘that’s what we came to do.

There were wild pigs sniffing through mountains of 
garbage, construction workers minding their own 
business. This whole scene is so new and different from 
what I know.  As we approached this fence in front of a 
coal mine, I kept waiting for the volunteers to show us
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It was not long until I sat at my office, putting together a 
PowerPoint for my NID sharing at RCTP meeting.  As I 
consolidated my trip, 
images brushed through 
my mind over and over 
again.  If God made me
see these children, why
didn’t He give me the
wisdom to help them? 
Later on when I gave 
my speech, it was acknowledged by expressions of 
approval and sympathy.  My dear uncles and aunties came 
to hug me and shake my hand after.  They were telling me 
how proud they are of me, and that I did a good thing.  And 
that’s when it hit me- though my ability is limited, by going

to India, I brought their world back to mine.  I have shown 
Rotarians in Hong Kong that despite the many victories 
we’ve had, there are still battles to fight.  I truly hope that 
my small effort in visiting New Delhi, and sharing it, can 
bring us together and make us more to these children in 
need.
'Whatever you do will be insignificant, but it is very important
that you do it.'  
- Mahatma Gandhi

4th Theme Night –The Great East meets West
Come Taste The Single Malt Scotch That Started It All.

30 April 2012, Monday
Wanya Japanese Restaurant, Central

Hosted by: Team 4
Featuring: 

UNLIMITED FOOD!
UNLIMITED ALCOHOL!

UNLIMITED FUN!
UNLIMITED FRIENDSHIP!

The Glenlivet 12 Years Excellence will be there!
The Glenlivet 18 Years will be there!

Abalone will be there!
Toro will be there!

Cost: RCTP Member/Spouse: $100, Guest: $450
Warning: DON’T Drive!
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3rd Theme Night cum New Member Induction
Super Deluxe Wine Tasting with Food Matching Night

19th March, 2012, Monday
Pavilion at KCC Claire Mak

The Mingle

Everyone arrived 
pretty early for the 
mingle and  a good 
chat and in 
anticipation of 
whatever Super Deluxe 
treatment that was 
prepared by Team 3.

Natalie imparted to us knowledge on 
champagne and red wine before letting 
us taste the exquisite spirit she brought 
along.  She matched them with 
unexpected food, like preserved eggs 
and brought us to a new level of 
wine/food pairing!  Of course, there 
was this quiz on wine which only the 
very knowledgeable can really 
complete.

The Wine and The Food

We also celebrated new 
member William Yim’s
formal admission to 
RCTP. His wife Bebe
and Proposer PP Wilson 
were overjoyed to 
witness his induction.

The Induction
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RC SOHO MEETING ON 28.03.2012
Our potential baby club, Provisional Rotary Club of Soho HK had a 
meeting on 28th Mar at the Shanghai Fraternity Club.  It was well 
supported by our club members led by PE Ron.  DG David Harilela
was the speaker that evening.

Roger demonstrated techniques on cocktail mixing and 
elicited a few “WOW”s from the attentive audience.  His 
quick learning students followed his suit in the cocktail 
mixing competition and Rtnn. Creamy emerged as the 
ultimate impressive winner.

The Cocktail

Last but not least, 19 March is the birthday of our President Tsubaki and so there was this memorable celebration for him and the 
March Birthday boys and girls.

The Birthday Celebration
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PEACE.  No war and no fighting helped 
channeled effort into development.  It 
also helped Rotarians to focus on 
serving the less fortunate ones who 
suffer from pain and disease.  That’s 
the beauty of PEACE.

Imagine the 
alternative, if 
we were to 
live in war…
let’s not do 
that!!!

I am not a great John Lennon fan, but…
here’s one to all.  Imagine all the
people, living life in peace…

I think I am lucky to be a Rotarian.
Being a President having the 
opportunity to service a great theme 
makes it that much more lucky for me.  
This makes one quite look forward to 
the end of Q2 .

To get us
ready, hence 
this year’s 
theme for our 
Ball… you 
know what it 
is… We’ll

“travel” back to Hong Kong’s best 
period to date and get some 50s, 60s 
and 70s performance in.  So, come join 
us in the name of PEACE.

Last, but not least, may PEACE be with 
you.

At the club level, according to plan, the 
succession goes to the PE.  However, 
with the success we are experiencing 
with our President T, I am not sure if it is 
best for the club to have him replaced.  
Perhaps, as PE and future leader for the 
club, I shall propose a motion to vote for 
the President to lead us for another 
successful year.

PEs at the club level are trained in Q1 by 
RI D 3450 in the form of PETS 0, 1 and 2.  
At PETS, we were not being pampered 
like pets (although, this year with DGE 
Ken, it was very well planned and we 
were, indeed, being 
pampered,) but were 
being trained to serve 
as Presidents of Rotary
clubs, hence, President 
Elects Training 
Seminars.

In addition to the usual understanding 
what the club is about, how it is 
structured etc., the most important 
piece in the PETS is probably the RI 
Theme for the coming year. How can a 
PE going into his Presidency and not 
knowing the RI Theme?  This is how 
he/she will be devoting a full year of his 
life.  He better be ready and BELIEVE in 
it.  

Lucky for me, the theme for
the coming year is PEACE
THROUGH SERVICE. How
can anyone not be

supportive of this great vision?
Personally, my view is, Hong Kong and, in 
fact, most parts of the world from the 
50s to the present have been lucky.  We 
have been lucky economically because of 
the economic growth we have enjoyed.  
Look at how Hong Kong transformed 
during this period, look at how US 
transformed, Japan, Taiwan, Korea, and 
now China.  These are all possible 
because of one thing, the world is at
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PEs for Peace
Ron Chung

In the hustle bustle world of finance, we 
look at things from a rather different 
perspective – we look at things from a 
quarter by quarter perspective.  The 
passing of March – in our terminology – is 
the end of Q1 (1st quarter of the year.)  
That in itself is a big deal – a cause for 
celebration, because we survived another 
quarter, and, before long, Q2 will be staring 
at you right in the face.

From a Rotary perspective, this means that 
most PEs have their Presidency staring at 
them.  There is no more “I’ll be ready by 
the end of June.”

In our club, the biggest thing for our coming 
Rotary year is, of course, our DGE Ken’s 
becoming of the DG after Q2.  That must be 
a rather scary thought for most people.  
But, that’s for most people.  “Most people”
does not include DGE Ken though.   He is 
personally very ready, and is very well 
trained by Rotary International in San Diego 
this past January in Q1 to take on the DG 
role.  So, he is more than ready to go.  In 
fact, he is so ready, he is already on the go
quite a bit in the Q1.  Q2 will sure pass the 
same way for DGE Ken and when Q3 
comes, he will become the DG official on 
July 13 and everything will be fine, because 
they will be in very capable hands.  You can 
certainly have your PEACE of mind.
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District Conference cum World Rotaract Week on 18.03.12

Claire Mak

The Chinese word “囍” was the main thread in the 
whole event.  It signifies the sharing of double 
happiness by reviewing clubs’ yearly successes and 
celebrate Rotaract’s 44th birthday. Over 170 
Rotarians and Rotaractors from Hong Kong, all 
dressed in splendid Chinese attires, supported this 
celebrative event.

The evening started off with a rhythmic African drum performance by the hearing 
impaired.  A highlight of the evening was the online Skype call with Rotaractors in 
Mongolia to celebrate the charter of Rotaract Club of Selbe. The best costume awards 
towards the end also caused a bit of a stir and spirit ran wild!

A series of numbers “2, 0, 1, 2, 3, 1, 8” were shown in 7 consecutive event 
promotion videos. The mystery of this secret code was deciphered on the
big day of District Conference cum World Rotaract Week 2011-12. They, 
in fact, signified the event date: 2012.3.18!

This year, an unprecedented cooperation among Hong Kong, Macao and 
Mongolia’s Rotaractors saw the launch of a celebration party in Hong 
Kong, Sports Day in Macao and a series of activities in Mongolia, to 
commemorate Rotaract’s 44th anniversary! 

In Hong Kong, District Conference cum World Rotaract Week 2011-12 
was presented in the form of a celebration party in Regal Oriental Hotel, 
incorporating both display/games booths and a celebration dinner.

In Macao, on the same day, the first ever Rotaract Sports Day 
was jointly organized by District Rotaract Committee and 6 
Rotaract Clubs from Macao. 

In Mongolia, representatives of Rotaract clubs successfully participated and promoted 
the Rotary and Rotaract movement in Mongolia through the youth TV program 
entitled "Hey Hey". The program was broadcasted in the Mongolian National 
Broadcasting channel on 17th March. 
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Mary Hung

I had the privilege of 
participating in a memorable 
2-day camp organized as part 
of the Rotary Adopt-a-School 

(“RAAS”) program during the long Easter 
weekend.

The 2 primary objectives of the camp are to 
broaden teachers’ horizon and network as well as 
to promote Rotary to the education field as part 
of the RAAS program.  This was achieved through 
a 2-day “Management Game” designed by a 
renowned team building company. All members’
participation throughout the 2-day camp enables
the team to score bonus points.  Whichever team 
scores the highest points won a decent prize 
sponsored by the Regal Hotels.  

On Friday, 6 April 2012, 
the 2-day event opened at 
the Regal Riverside Hotel with 
a magic show. Event Chairlady 
DGN Belinda Yeung delivered 
her welcome address followed 
by IPDG Jason Chan.  Mr. 
Kenneth Chan, JP, Under 
Secretary for Education of 
Education Bureau and staunch 

supporter of RAAS activities, was invited to 
officiate the opening with a signing ceremony 
amongst 4 new partners (Rotary and schools).  
Then Dr. Tsang Fan-kwong shared with the 
audience “Stress Management” which is most 
interesting and beneficial to school teachers as 
well as us.

Participants were divided into 8 teams led by PDG 
Ada Cheng, PDG Anthony Hung, PDG Peter Wong, 
PDG Peter Wan, DGE Kenneth Wong, DGN Eugene 
Fong, PDG John Wan and IPDG Jason Chan.  Other 
members of the team included of 1 OC member, 1 
club president, 1 Rotaractor and 5 teachers from 
different secondary schools.

Visits to the Hong Kong 
Jockey Club as well as Regal 
Airport Hotel were arranged 
for participants on Friday 
afternoon.  As it was Good 
Friday, Anthony and I had 
to miss either visit but 
went to a nearby church.  We 
later heard from the 
participants that they had 
great fun and saw the many
happy faces from the photos 
taken from the visits.  

At the Team 
performance 
during dinner, 
each team had to 
come up with a 
slogan.  
Participants from 
various teams 

quickly gathered together after dinner to plan 
their routes and mission(s) for the outdoor 
activity part on day 2 as different mission 
carried different bonus point and mission 
materials.  Allocated to each team was a 
facilitator, “Our Magic Journey” booklet with 
various missions to be accomplished, HKD500 
and a magic bag containing different props 
which might help participants in completing 
some missions. Each activity counts ……..

The magic journey began from 9 am to 12 
noon on Day 2 ……….

My team started our magic journey in the 
nearby districts and did what was required in 
accordance with the Magic Journey booklet 
including to “solve a human knot with your 
team”, “create a poem with Rotary and read it 
out loud in front of Shatin Town Hall”, 
“purchase 5 egg-tarts and say Rotary is the best
whilst you are eating them”, “form the letter 

ROTARY with all of you” etc.  The games 
certainly helped unleash participants’
potential.  

On returning Regal Riverside, each team had 
to make a 5 minutes’ presentation on their 
magic journey and answered some questions 
prepared in advance about Rotary.  Phew!!!  
Gladly, it was finally lunch.  Each team had 1 
hr 45 min to build an incredible platform from 
the materials they earned from the outdoor 
activities for all the members to stand on for 
30 seconds.  There were slight arguments but 
luckily, they were resolved as participants 
respected one another’s opinions. All teams 
were able to build their incredible platforms.  
Well done!!!

At the sharing session a good number of 
teachers felt that it was such a memorable 
experience that did not come along easily.  It 
was also an eye-opening for some of them and 
they were grateful for all the efforts Rotary 
has put in.  
Here came the exciting moment …….  Which 
team won the game??  All participants 
anxiously waited for the results.  Emcee IPP 
Ron Chan announced – Team 4 led by PDG 
Peter Wan got the overall highest score.  
Many congratulations to Team 4. In fact, the 
marks between the winning team and the first 
runner up were so close, the winner only won 
by less than 10 points!!!
So long, farewell …… the 2-day camp ended 
with a happy note – participants knew one 
another so much better and were eager to 
meet up again which is a good sign!! 
It was a rewarding and memorable Easter 
weekend.
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PP Pearl reported on the Sunshine Teens 
Closing Ceremony

PP Claire promoted the District Installation 
Party which our club strives for 100% 
attendance

Vikky told us all the toils of setting up her metal 
products factory and the different product designs

Pres. Tsubaki thanked Vikky for being 
our speaker
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Lucky Draw Winner Pres. Tsubaki won the 
raffle gift of lady's ornament from PP Peter

26 Mar 
Regular Meeting

2 Apr 

Vikky Tam spoke to us about 
herself - The Iron Lady

Old friend AG Frederick visited RCTP again and 
was joined by the Wu family

AG Frederick spoke about District 
matters

Rtn Chemical of RC Tai Pei (right) attended 
our meeting

Cheerful Kam Tung claimed from PDG 
Anthony the raffle gift of a hand cream set

16 Apr 
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March Winners  
(100% attendance):

Francis Au, CarenChan, Ronald Chung, Pearl Dang, Samantha Fan, Anthony Hung, Peter Lam, Wilson Lam, Claire Mak, Man Mo Leung,  Jacky Sung, Vikky Tam, Masayuki Tsubaki, Kenneth Wong, Frankie Wu

% of attendance of 
regular meetings 

(inclusive of make ups) 
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Chief Editor : 
Claire Mak
The Editorial Board : 
Peter Lam & Ronald Chung & Francis Au
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Got something to 
say?

Tai Post wants to hear 
from you.  Write in to 
claire.mak@rctaipo.org

Tai Post reserves the 
right to edit articles for 
length and clarity.

Upcoming Events

Day Time Topic Venue

Regal Airport HotelDistrict Conference (Day 1)1:30 p.m. –late19 May 2012 
(Sat)

IMPACT Arena, Exhibition and Convention Center, Bangkok, Thailand

Rotary InternationalConventionWhole day6 to 9 May 2012

Wanya Japanese Restaurant, M/F, New World Tower, 16-18 Queen’s Rd.C, 

4th Theme Night “Whisky & Japanese Unlimited”
7:30 p.m. 30 Apr 2012

(Mon)

Regal Airport HotelDistrict Conference (Day 2)9:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.20 May 2012
(Sun)

4/Fl, ShatinClubhouse, The Hong Kong Jockey Club

District Assembly 9:00 a.m. 28 Apr 2012 (Sat)

5th March : 70.9%
12th March: 58.1%
19th March : 77.2%
26th March: 53.2% “April”

Matthew Yum 
(Hon. Member)

28th

dc2012.rotary3450.org


